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Our aim is to establish a possible storyline that we would want the users to experience through a sensory journey. The users here can be children, their parents and 
adults. The journey or experience of the pathway inside remains the same, no matter what the access point to the site is. The pathways have different nodes and
 interaction points which act as the common areas of different highlights to give users their unique experience throughout the journey. The users would be able to 
experience various sensory stimulation such as touch, hear, sight, taste and smell at different nodal points. The center being the focal point has common seating 
areas for all people and acts as a gathering space with different activities. At the end, each user has their individual experience through the journey.
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1. https://stock.adobe.com/sk/search/images?k=playing+in+a+fountain&asset_id=211887334
2. https://www.externalworksindex.co.uk/entry/130818/Percussion-Play/Trio-outdoor-musical-instrument-ensemble/
3. https://dayswithgrey.com/art/art-supplies-for-two-year-olds/
4. https://funtaceeparties.co.za/cinema-to-hire/
5. https://www.constructlab.net/projects/mons-invisible/
6. http://warehouse.pt/projectos/requalificacao-do-bairro-da-galiza-cascais/?lang=pt-pt
7. https://es.123rf.com/photo_56583541_jardinero-ni%C3%B1o-de-edad-preescolar-lindo-aislado-en-el-fondo-blanco.html
8. https://seattle.curbed.com/maps/seattle-best-playgrounds-parks-kids
9. https://www.versacourt.com/es/galerias-segun-el-espacio-comercial.html

The canvas can be found at 
multiple spaces in the site which 
allows kids to paint or play around 
with materials and be free to let 
their thoughts out on the nature canvas.

These instruments help kids learn 
through different sounds. 
A fun zone for everyone.

A gathering space in the cente forming the focal 
point of the site which integrates common 
activities together. Amphitheatre and open-air 
movie screening provisions where children and 
parents can enjoy entertainment and educational
workshops/movies. Painting canvas provided 
for kids at the back of the movie screening. 

The mini portable/flexible gardens with wheels can 
be moved around the space. The use of materials 
from the garden can be used for the community 
kitchen platform during special workshops as a fun 
way of learning (for kids and adults).
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The basketball court is modified into a 
multi-interactive play zone with small games.

A fun interaction of water and music where kids 
can play and adults can sit and have a relaxing time.
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